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ABSTRACT 

Mathematical equations for the multi-criteria task of the optimisation of chemical engineering systems, for ex-
ample for the optimisation of working regimes for industrial installations for benzene production, have been 
formulated and developed, and based on fuzzy mathematical methods, algorithms for their solution have been 
developed. Since the chemical engineering system, which is being researched, is characterised by multiple crite-
ria and often functions in conditions of uncertainty, the presenting problem is formulated in the form of multi-
criteria equations for fuzzy mathematical programming. New mathematical formulations for the problems being 
solved in a fuzzy environment and heuristic algorithms for their solution have been developed by the modifica-
tion of various optimisation principles based on fuzzy mathematical methods. 
 
Keywords: multi-criteria optimisation, optimisation principles, benzene production, the task of fuzzy mathemat-
ical programming 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Methods based on the use of fuzzy set 
theory (FST) (Dubois, 2011; Kuzmin and 
Travkin, 1992; Zadeh, 1065; Rikov and 
Orazbayev, 1995b) are effective approaches 
to the optimisation of working regimes for 
complex chemical engineering systems 
(CES) in conditions of uncertainty arising 
from the fuzziness of input data. Technolog-
ical systems in the petro-chemical and other 
industries are considered complex chemical 
engineering systems (CES), in which techno-
logical processes for the treatment of raw 

materials and products (for example ben-
zene) are carried out, characterised by eco-
nomic indicators, and during the functioning 
of which, the objects impact the environ-
ment, requiring that ecological production 
issues be addressed (Serikov and Orazba-
yeva, 2006). Therefore, in order to optimise 
the working regimes of such CESs, it is nec-
essary on the one hand, to solve the problem 
of the optimisation of economic and techno-
logical criteria (maximising profit, quantity 
and quality of the end product, improving 
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technological indicators, minimising the cost 
price of the product and operational costs) 
and on the other hand to ensure the ecologi-
cal safety of the production (maintaining 
ecological balance, minimising the risk of 
pollution etc.). For the efficient control of 
such objects, such criteria must have extreme 
values, that must be optimised. These prob-
lems are formulated in the form of multi-
criteria optimisation equations (Orazbayev 
and Rikov, 1996).  

Due to the large number and variety of 
the parameters, which determine the flow of 
the technological processes, due to the inter-
nal relationships between them and due to 
the actions of the operator which cannot be 
formulated mathematically, but which form 
an important and active element in the sys-
tem for the control of the CES, the optimisa-
tion tasks are very complex. Furthermore, 
during the process of solving the task of op-
timisation of technological processes and the 
implementation of environmental protection 
measures, many problems arise in the CES in 
connection with the multitude of conflicting 
and fuzzily described criteria which deter-
mine the quality of the functioning of the 
system. In such cases, during the solving of 
the optimisation task, the basic data sources 
are people (specialist-experts, industrial 
staff, DM (Decision Maker), researcher in 
the sphere), that is his or her knowledge, ex-
perience, intuition and judgement which is 
expressed indeterminately and linguistically.  

In connection with the complexity or im-
possibility of measuring a range of parame-
ters and indicators, many CESs and the tech-
nological processes which take place within 
them are difficult to describe quantitatively, 
which makes it difficult to use deterministic 
mathematical methods for the modelling and 
optimisation of their working regimes. This 
has led to the appearance of new methods for 
the formulation and solution of the problems 
in question, relying on fuzzy data, obtained 
from experts in the form of their judgements 
concerning the functioning of the object and 
taking into account their preferences in the 
process of optimisation and selection of solu-

tions for the optimal control of the object 
(Rikov and Orazbayev, 1995b; Orlovskii, 
1981; Zaichenko, 1991). 

Methods to formalise and use such fuzzy 
data for the mathematical description of the 
functioning of the CES and for the solution 
of the optimisation problem and decision 
making in the process of their control, rely 
on expert procedures and the methodological 
theory of fuzzy sets. The successful solution 
of the modelling and optimisation problems 
for CESs which have been listed, requires 
the development of a methodology for the 
construction of fuzzy models for complex 
objects such as a CES, the further develop-
ment of methods for the formulation and so-
lution of the problem of optimisation of their 
working regimes in a fuzzy environment and 
the development of algorithms and pro-
grammes for the implementation of such 
methods using modern computer technology. 

The various formulations, which are giv-
en in this paper, of the multi-criteria problem 
for optimisation based on different optimisa-
tion principles, modified for functioning in a 
fuzzy environment and the methods devel-
oped for their solution based on fuzzy data, 
are of current interest for the tasks of optimi-
sation and control of CESs in industrial con-
ditions. The research results for the theory 
are promising and widen the circle of practi-
cal problems which have been solved, allow-
ing for the optimisation of complex CESs, 
taking into account their multi-criterial char-
acter and the fuzziness of input data.  

 
Formulation of the problems 

Formulation of the problems: We for-
malise and formulate the equations for the 
optimisation of the parameters of the CES, 
for example technological installations in the 
oil industry in conditions having the problem 
of the multi-criteria nature of economic, eco-
logical and technological characteristics and 
uncertainty arising from the fuzzy nature of 
available data.   

Let )(),...,(1 xfxff m  the criteria vec-
tors (objective functions), evaluating the re-
sults of the working of the technological ob-
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jects being optimised, for example the eco-
nomic efficiency and ecological safety of the 
technological objects. Each of m 
( )(),...,(1 xfxf m ) local criteria depend on 
the vector n variables (control actions, re-
gime parameters) ),...,( 1 nxxx  , for exam-
ple: temperature and pressure and other pa-
rameters of the CES. We propose that this 
dependency is described by mathematical 
system models (Orazbayev and Rikov, 1995; 
Orazbayev et al., 2014). In practise, there are 
always various limits (economic, technologi-
cal, ecological), which can be described by 
various limit functions  Lqb qq ,1,  . 
Variables ),...,( 1 nxxx   also have their 
own variation intervals, determined by the 
process regulations of the CES and the re-
quirements of environmental protection 
measures: 

maxminmaxmin ,],,...,[ jjjji xxxxx  – lower 
and upper limits of the regime parameters 

jx . These limits may be fuzzy 

(  ~,~,~
).  

Values of the parameters ),...,( 1 nxxx   
must be chosen, which provide for the opti-
mal working regime of the CES, that is en-
suring the extreme values of the criteria vec-
tors  )(),...,(1 xfxff m  while satisfying the 
given limits and with some fuzzy input data, 
and also taking into account the preferences 
of the person making decisions (DM). 

 
Mathematical formulation and models 

of the problems: The problem which has 
been formulated, in conditions of multiple 
criteria and fuzziness, can be described in the 
form of the a multi-criteria fuzzy optimisa-
tion equation (fuzzy mathematical program-
ming). 

For the task of fuzzy mathematical pro-
gramming (FMP) we understand the task 
contains an objective function or objective 
function vector (criteria, local criteria), 
which need to be optimised and system bal-
anced or unbalanced, describing the condi-
tions / limits, in connection with which a part 
or all of the elements of the equation (crite-
ria, limits, information about their im-

portance etc) are described fuzzily (Orazba-
yev and Rikov, 1996; Orlovskii, 1981). 

The multi-criteria fuzzy optimisation 
tasks can be characterised by the following 
elements, the combination of which gives 
rise to specific optimisation tasks (Rikov and 
Orazbayev, 1995b, a) . 
1. Criteria mif i ,1,

~
 , which are described 

in a fuzzy manner. 
2. Instructions such as: «It is desirable that 
the value of )(

~
xf i , be large», that is the 

fuzzy operator of maximisation 
)(

~
xa~m xf i . 

3. Fuzzy limits Lqbx qq ,1,~)(  , determin-
ing the admissible domain Ω of the multi-
criteria tasks. 
4. Information concerning the approximate 
importance of the criteria and limits (a range 
of priorities for local criteria },...,1{ mI k   

and limits  },...,1{ LI r  , the weighting vec-
tor, reflecting the relative importance of the 
criteria ( ),...,( 1 m  ) and limits 
( ),...,( 1 L  ). 
5. Fuzzy limits for the vector in the form of 
independent variables such as: Cx

~
 , where 

C
~

 is a fuzzy set.  
6. Deterministic limits for the independent 
variable: x . 

In this way, the following sources of 
fuzziness can be distinguished: fuzziness of 
criteria, fuzziness of maximisation, fuzziness 
of limits (lack of a baseline set of alterna-
tives and criteria), fuzziness of the relative 
importance of criteria and limits. Noting, 
that, for example, for the criteria limits, two 
sources of fuzziness can be immediately 
combined: fuzzy criteria and fuzzy instruc-
tions. 

Taking into account the given infor-
mation, the multi-criteria task for optimisa-
tion of the CES can be formulated as fol-
lows: 

Find the optimal values of the vector var-
iables ),...,( 1 nxxx   that is ),...,( **

1

*

nxxx  , 
providing for such values of the local crite-
ria, which satisfy the DM: 

mixf iXx
,1),(

~
max 

  [1] 
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},1,~)(,{ LqbxxX qq    [2] 

 
 

where )(
~

xf i  are the fuzzy local criteria, the 
values of which are calculated according to 
the model (some or all of which may be 
fuzzy) (Orazbayev et al., 2014); Lqq ,1,   
are the limit functions which determine the 
admissible domain Ω for the multi-criteria 
tasks [1]–[2]; qb  are the given values, 
which may be fuzzy. 

The solution of the given task are the 
values of the vectors for the regime parame-
ters being optimised x* = (

**
1 ,..., nxx ), 

providing for such values of the local criteria 
which are optimum, that is satisfying the 
DM. 

In the event that the criteria are fuzzy, 
then their membership function is maxim-
ised: 

 )(argmax xO
x


 . 

It is noted that the tasks [1]-[2] – 
happen to correspond when the productivity 
of the CES, the quantity and quality of 
product, profit etc. are chosen as the criteria. 
If the objective function [1] expresses loss, 
production expenses etc, then the 
maximisation tasks is transformed into a 
minimisation function, for example a 
negative objective function is introduced  
- )(

~
xf i . In the event of a variety of local 

criteria it is necessary to transform and 
normalise these criteria beforehand.  

In order to obtain a strictly mathematical 
formulation of the original problem, in the 
first instance it is necessary to consider the 
situation when the task of fuzzy mathemati-
cal programming is presented as a single cri-
terium optimisation task (in the event of 
multi-criteriality, a contraction of local crite-
ria to one integrate criterium can be carried 
out) and several limits, which are fuzzy.  

Let there be one normalised criterium  
- )(0 x  in the form of (1) and L limits in 
the form of (2) with fuzzy instructions  
- Lqbx qq ,1,~)(  . We are proposing that 
the membership function for the fulfilment 
of the limits Lqxq ,1),(   for each limit, 

can be constructed as a result of a conversa-
tion with the DM, specialists and experts. 
The main means for the reconstruction of 
this function is a graphic construction of the 
curved membership function of one or other 
parameter of the corresponding fuzzy set. 
Based on the resulting graph, a function type 
is chosen, which best approximates to it. Af-
ter this, the parameters of the chosen func-
tion are identified. Practical experience of 
the construction of the membership function 
has shown that the membership function for 
fuzzy sets describing the given terms is suf-
ficiently accurate in order to be able to ap-
proximate the exponential dependency 
(Orazbayev and Rikov, 1996; Baronets and 
Grechikhin, 1992; Orazbayeva, 2010b), for 
example in the form: 

|))(|exp()( qN

mdqqq xxCQx    [3] 

where )( xq  - is the function (degree) of 
membership fulfilling the limit Lqq ,1,  ; 

qQ  - is the parameter which is found during 
the identification of the membership function 
and which determines the level of fuzziness; 

qq NC , - are the coefficients for the change 
in the domain for the determination of terms 
and the form of the graph of the membership 
function for fuzzy parameters; mdx  - is the 
fuzzy variable which best corresponds to the 

given term, for which;  xx qmdq  max)(  . 
Given that the weighting vector 

),...,( 1 L   reflecting the relative im-
portance of the limits at the moment of for-
mulation of the optimisation equation is 
known, then the fuzzy mathematical pro-
gramming equation in its general form is: 

)(max xOXx


  

 

on the condition that Lqbxf qq ,1,~)(  , it 
can be written in the form:   

),(max xOXx


  

 

 LqxxX qx
,1),(maxarg: 


 . 

 

The given formulation of the fuzzy 
mathematical programming equation in the 
case of a non-fuzzy objective function and 
fuzzy limits with fuzzy instructions, reflects 
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an attempt to maximise the objective func-
tion and completely satisfy the requirements 
of the limits. If, for example, all the mem-
bership functions are regular, then the for-
mulation of the fuzzy mathematical pro-
gramming has the form: 

 

)(max xOXx


  [4]   
 LqxxxX q ,1,1)(:    [5]  

In this way, we have derived non-fuzzy 
mathematical programming [4]–[5] with a 
maximising of the objective function for the 
non-fuzzy set Χ. Further, we will propose a 
concavity of the objective function )(0 x , 
limit Lqxq ,1),(   and convexity of the 
allowable set Χ. The given problem can be 
solved using ordinary methods and mathe-
matical programming.  

 
 

New optimisation tasks in a fuzzy environ-
ment and algorithms for their solution 

In known formulations of the task of 
fuzzy optimisation and methods for their so-
lution, generally, single criterium cases are 
considered, and there is no flexibility to take 
into account the preferences of the DM. Hav-
ing said that, as a rule, the fuzzy task is 
transformed into its equivalent deterministic 
task at the stage of formulation, leading to 
the loss of a large part of the fuzzy input data 
which has been gathered (Zaichenko, 1991; 
Yager, 1986).  

In many cases, qualitative factors (fuzzy 
observations and judgements) are the main 
type of input data, as is habitual for human 
beings. The transformation of fuzzy descrip-
tions into quantitative ones is not always 
successful or turns out meaningless. In this 
connection, the most promising approach is 
that which is based on a development of op-
timisation methods, adapted for human lan-
guage, for qualitative factors of any kind, for 
human decision making procedures, for 
which the tasks are formulated and solved in 
a fuzzy environment, without being trans-
formed into deterministic tasks, that is with-
out loosing available data of a fuzzy nature. 
Recently, in scientific literature, papers have 

appeared which are dedicated to these ap-
proaches (Orazbayev and Rikov, 1996; Ali-
yev et al., 1991; Orazbayev, 2000), which 
make use of modifications of various optimi-
sation principles and compromise decision 
making schemes. In this paper, in order to 
solve the given problem, we have researched 
and proposed new optimisation principles 
and their combinations, which have been 
modified for working in a fuzzy environ-
ment.  

We bring equations [1] – [2] to the task 
of multi-criteria fuzzy optimisation, the main 
criteria for which are economic, ecological 
and technological indicators of a specific 
CES.  

Let ))(),...,(()( 0

1

00 xxx m   – be the 
normalised criteria vector, mixf i ,1),(  , 
evaluating the efficiency of the working of 
the technological system for the production 
of benzene. Let each fuzzy limit 

Lqbx qq ,1,~)(   have a membership func-
tion constructed for its fulfilment 

Lqxq ,1),(   (for example using formula 
[3]). Any range of priorities for local criteria 

},...,1{ mI k   and limits  },...,1{ LI r  , or 
weighting vector, reflecting the relative im-
portance of the criteria ( ),...,( 1 m  ) and 
limits ( ),...,( 1 L  ) are known. 

Then, modifying the idea of various op-
timisation principles for working in a fuzzy 
environment, then we can obtain various 
formulations of the multi-criteria fuzzy 
mathematical programming tasks and devel-
op methods for their solution. 

In practise, in the solution of actual op-
timisation tasks, it is often sufficient, that 
several principles are fulfilled with certain 
digressions. For such tasks of multi-criteria 
optimisation with several limits we are pro-
posing that for the criteria, we use a new 
principle – the principle of quasi-maxmin, 
and for the limits the idea of a method of 
ideal point: 

),(max 1

0 x
Xx


  [6] 
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)(arg()(minmaxarg:{ 0 xxxX qi

i

iIix o

     

},1},,...,2{,)(min 0 LqmIx
D

u    [7] 

where D
  - is the metric D being used, 

)),(),...,(()( 1 xxx L   
  xx L

u  max),...,(max 1 . A possible 
variation is used as the coordinate for the 
ideal point  u  units: )1,...,1(u .   - 
is the input set determining the variables 
x x,  0I - is the set for criteria indices, taken 

to their limits.  
In tasks [6]-[7] criteria with number 1 are 

maximised, and the rest of the criteria are 
taken to their limits using the quazi-maxmin 
principle (QMP), that is taking into account 
digression i , fuzzy limits are reckoned 
based on a modification of the ideal point 
method (IPM). 

 

Algorithm QMP-IPM:  
1. In conversation with the DM, the value of 

importance coefficients for local criteria 

   ,,...,: 10 m

i x    ,1
1




m

i
i  

,0i  mi ,1  are determined. 
2. ,ip  mi ,1 - the number of steps for 

each i-th coordinate is given. 

3. ,
1

i

i p
h  mi ,1 - the size of steps for 

changes to the coordinate of the weighting 
vector i is determined. 

4. A set of weighting vectors  
N ,...,, 21

 is constructed,  
    111 21

 mpppN   is the 
variation in the coordinates at intervals of 

[0.1] with steps ih . 

5. The DM assigns the value of the 
digression from local criteria i , 

mi ,2 . 
6. If )(0 xi , mi ,1 ,  m ,...,1  and 

i , mi ,2  are fuzzy, then for these term 
sets are determined and a membership 
function is constructed. 

7. The term set is determined and the 
membership function for the fulfilment of 
the limit  Lqxq ,1),(   is constructed. 

8. The coordinates of the ideal point are 
determined. The maximum values of the 
membership function  

-     xx L

u  max,...,max 1  can be 
used as coordinates of this point or units   
-  1,...,1u  (if the membership 
functions are regular). 

9. The type of metric  
D

ux    is 
chosen,  which determines the distance of 
the solution which is obtained x* from the 
ideal point u . 

10. The maximisation task )(max 1

0 x  is 
solved for the set Х, determined by the 
expression [7]. The solutions 
 ),,(

D
x  , 
   ),,(,...,),,( 0

1

0 D

m

D
xx   ,  

   ),,(,...,),,(1 DLD
xx    

are determined. 
11. The solution is shown to the DM. If the 

current results do not satisfy the DM, 
then he or she assigns new values for  , 
and (or)  and (or) ||  ||D  and it is 
necessary to return to step 2. Otherwise, 
continue to step 12. 

12. The search for a solution comes to an 
end, and the results of the final choice 
are presented to the DM: the value of the 
control vector ),,(*

D
x  ; the value 

of the local criteria 
   ),,(,...,),,( *

0

*1

0 D

m

D
xx    

and degree of fulfilment of the limits 
 ,...,),,(*

1 D
x   ),,(*

DL x  . 
When steps 6 and 7 are being imple-

mented, the membership function can be 
constructed using methods of expert evalua-
tion (Orazbayeva, 2010b; Orazbayev et al. 
2010) and the formulae given above [3]. We 
give several variants of the use of Euclidean 
metrics (D=Е) for the implementation of step 
9: 
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,
)(max

)()(max
)(

1

2

2




















 


L

q qx

qqx
qD

u

x

xx
x




  

  ,)()(max)(
1

22


 


L

q
qqxqD

u xxx   

,
)(max

)()(max
)(

1

2

2




















 


L

q qx

qqqx

D

u

x

xx
x




  

  ,)()(max)(
1

22


 


L

q
qqqxD

u xxx   

,
)(max

)()(max
)(

1

2

2




















 


L

q qx

qqx
qD

u

x

xx
x




  

 
 


L

q
qqxqD

u xxx
1

22
)()(max)(  . 

 
Let the range of priorities for the limit  

},...,1{ LI r   be known. We set out the task 
of fuzzy mathematical programming, using 

and modifying the idea of the main criteria 
method (MCM) and the lexicographic prin-
ciple (LGP) of optimisation (Pershin, 1994): 

 
),(max 1

0 x
LXx


  [8] 
 

)},2),(maxarg())(arg(:{.1 101 mixxxX
x

i

r

i 

  

)},2),(maxarg())(arg(:{.2 202
1

mixxxX
Xx

i

r

i 



 [9] 

)},2),(maxarg())(arg(:{.1 101
2

mixxxXL LXx

i

r

i

L
L

 



 

)},2),(maxarg())(arg(:{.
1

0 mixxxXL LXx

i

r

i

L
L



  

 
 

where the set XL is formed as a result of the 
solution of the sequence 1,2,…, L,  – is the 
logical symbol «AND», requiring that all the 
related values are true, 

i

r  – are the limit 

values of the local criteria mixi ,2),(0   
assigned by the DM.  

According to this schematic, initially 
the optimisation is carried out for the most 
important limit )(1 x  and a set is obtained 
for the optimal values of X1 for the criterium. 
Henceforth the criteria for the set X1 are 
optimised and a set of the optimal values for 
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the second criterium X2 is obtained and so 
forth.  

Frequently, as a result of the solution 
of the first task, only a single point is 
obtained, and the solution of the problem 
comes to an end already at the first step, and 
the value of the second and following criteria 
are not taken into consideration. Insuffi-

ciencies in the lexicographic optimisation 
principle, connected to its “strictness” also 
become apparent here. It is possible to relax 
the strictness of the limit requirements, using 
the lexicographic quazi-optimisation prin-
ciple. In that case the equations shown above 
[8]–[9] are rewritten as follows: 

 
),(max 1

0 x
LXx


  [10] 

 

 

)},2,)(max)(arg())(arg(:{.2 22202
1

mixxxxX
Xx

i

r

i 



 [11] 
 

 

. 
 
 

The dialogue algorithm for the solution 
of the optimisation tasks [8]-[9] and [10]-
[11] is made up of the following main steps. 

Algorithm MC-LGP: 
1. A range of priorities for the local criteria 

 mI k ,...,1  is assigned (the main 
criterium should have priority 1). 

2. The DM determines the limit values of 
the local criteria i

r , mi ,2 . 
3. The term set is determined and a 

membership function is constructed for 
fulfilling the limits   xq , Lq ,1 . 

4. Based on information given by the DM, 
values are assigned to the digressions  

Lqq ,1,0   (in the event of use of  the 
lexicographic quazi-optimisation 
principle, then in tasks [10]–[11] in the 
formulation of [8]-[9] ,0 q  

Lqq ,1,0  ) 
5. The task of maximisation of the main 

criterium   xmax
LXx

1

0
  is solved 

for set XL, which determines the means of 
solution of the following tasks:  
in the arrangement of [8]-[9], 

 

},1,,2),(maxarg))(arg(:{
1

11

0 LqmixxxX qXxrq
q





in the arrangement of [10]-[11] 

},1,,2),)(max)((arg))(arg(:{
1

11

0 LqmixxxxX qqXxqrq
q





For 1q :  01 XX q . 
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Determine the current value of the solu-
tion, that is the values of: the control vector 

)),(,( qq

i

r xx  ; the local criteria 
)),),(,((1

0 qq

i

r xx   

.., ))),(,((0 qq

i

r

m xx   and degrees of ful-
filment of the limits 

)),),(,((1 qq

i

r xx  …,
))),(,(( qq

i

rL xx  , ,,2 mi   ,,1 Lq   in 
the case of the formulation (8) - (9) 0 q , 

Lq ,1 . 
6. The solution is presented to the DM. If 

the current results to not satisfy the DM, 
then he or she assigns new values  

i

r , 
mi ,2  and (or) corrects the values 
)( xq  and (or) q  (for formulation [10] 

–[11] Lq ,1 , and return is made to step 
3. Otherwise continue to step 7. 

7. The search for a solution comes to an end 
and the results of the final decision are 
presented to the DM: the value of the 

control vector  qq

i

r xx ),(,*  ; the 
values of local criteria 

)),...,),(,(( *1

0 qq

i

r xx 
))),(,(( *

0 qq

i

r

m xx   and the degree of 
fulfilment of the limits 

))),(,(()),...,),(,(( **

1 qq

i

rLqq

i

r xxxx   . 
We come to the formulation of the multi-

criterial task of fuzzy optimisation with a 
limit vector based on the maxmin principles 
(for criteria) and Pareto Optimisation (for 
limits): 

 
),(max 1

0 x
Xx


  [12] 

 
 


L

q

L

q
qqqqx

i

iIix
xxX

1 1
0 ,01)(maxarg)(minmaxarg:{

0

   

},1},,...,2{0 LqmI   [13] 

 
 

In the final task [12]-[13] the main crite-
rium with priority 1 is maximised, the re-
maining criteria are taken to their limits us-
ing the maxmin principle, and the fuzzy lim-
its are taken into account based on the Pareto 
optimisation principle (Pershin, 1994). 

The algorithm for the solution of this task 
has the following structure. 

Algorithm Max-Min Pareto Optimisation: 
1. By means of conversation with the DM, 

the values of the weighting coefficients 
for the local criteria  mixi ,1),(0  : 

),...,( 1 m  , 



m

i
ii

1

,0,1   mi ,1  

are determined. 
2. If the criteria )(0 xi , and the weighting 

vector   are fuzzy, then for them term 
sets are determined and a membership 
function is constructed.  

3. By means of conversation with the DM, 
the values of the weighting coefficients 

for the limits Lqxq ,1),(  : 

),...,( 1 L  , 



L

q
qq

1

,0,1   

Lq ,1  are determined. 
4. Lqp q ,1,   is assigned, the number of 

intervals for each q-th coordinate. 

5. Lq
p

h
q

q ,1,
1

  are determined, the 

values of the intervals for the changes to 
the coordinates of the weighting vector 

q . 
6. The set of weighting vectors is 

constructed N ,...,, 21 , 
)1(...)1()1( 21  LpppN  

variations in the co-ordinates with 
intervals of [0.1] and steps qh . 

7. The term set is determined and the 
membership function for the fulfilment of 
the limits Lqxq ,1),(   are determined. 

8. Based on the model of the CES the 
maximisation task is solved 
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)(max 1

0 x
Xx


  [12] for set Х, 

determined by expression [13]. The 
current solution is determined 

)),(()),...,,((),,( 0

1

0  xxx m
, 

)),(()),...,,((1  xx L . 
9. The solutions obtained are presented to 

the DM. If the current results do not 
satisfy the decision maker, then he or 
she assigns new values to, or corrects 
the values of  and (of) , and a return is 
made to step 2. Otherwise, continue to 
step 10. 

10. The search for a solution comes to an 
end and the results of the final choice of 
DM are determined:  variables 

),(* x  providing for an optimal 
working regime of the CES; optimal 
values of local criteria 

)),(()),...,,(( *

0

*1

0  xx m

and a maximum degree of fulfilment of 
the fuzzy limits 

)),(()),...,,(( **

1  xx L . 

In such a way, the various optimisation 
tasks for the working regimes of the CES in 
a fuzzy environment are formulated. Based 
on various optimisation principles and meth-
ods using fuzzy set theory, the tasks have 
been arranged in the form of multi-criterial 
equations for fuzzy mathematical program-
ming and heuristic algorithms proposed for 
their solution, which are one of the features 
of originality of this paper. Based on these 
results, it is possible to derive actual optimi-
sation equations for the working regimes of 
various CESs. 

 

Practical implementation and discussion of 
results 

As an example of the implementation of 
the proposed approach to the solution of 
multi-criteria tasks for fuzzy optimisation, 
we consider the formulation of a mathemati-
cal arrangement and solution of tasks for the 
optimisation of the working regimes of tech-
nological installations for the production of 
benzene, which are functioning at the Atyrau 
Oil Refinery. 

Using the research results which have 
been shown above, and based on a modifica-
tion of max-min methods and the Pareto Op-
timisation Principle, the optimisation task for 
the optimisation of the benzene production 
process can be formulated and constructed in 
the following form:   

Let ))(),...,(()( 3

0

1

00 xxx    the nor-
malised criteria, evaluating the product out-
put from the technological installation for the 
production of benzene (benzene from the 
benzene column - 127138 thousand tons; 
refined petroleum from the benzene column  
- 7786 thousand tones; heavy aromatics 
from the rectification column - 445456 
thousand tones). We propose that based on 
the information from the DM, experts and 
specialists, membership functions are con-
structed for the fulfilment of fuzzy limits 
q(x)~bq, q=1,2 (the mean octane value of 
the benzene is no less (~) than 102; the sul-
phur content in the benzene is not more (~) 
than 0.00005%) - )(),( 21 xх  . The 
weighting vectors, expressing the relative 
importance of the criteria  ( ),...,( 1 m  ) 
and limits ( ),...,( 1 L  ) are known. 

Then the mathematical formulation of 
the task for multi-criteria fuzzy optimisation 
can be written in the following form: 

 

),(max 1

0 x
Xx



 [14] 

 
 


2

1

2

1
0 1)(maxarg)(minmaxarg:{

0 q q
qqqx

i

riIix
xxX   

 }2.1},3,2{,0 0  qIq  [15]
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where   - is the logical symbol  «AND», 
requiring that all values connected with it are 
true, 

i

r0  – are the limit values for the local 

criteria 3,2),(0 ixi , assigned by the DM. 
Changing the values of the weighting vectors 
for the criteria ),,( 321    and limits  

),( 21    we obtained the solution to the 
task [14]–[15] - the values of the variables  

),(* x , ensuring the maximum values of 
the criteria while not violating the limits, that 
is the optimisation of the working regimes of 
the object. The final decision is made by the 
DM, taking into account his or her prefer-
ences.   

In order to solve the equations which 
have been constructed for the optimisation of 
parameters for technological installations in 
benzene production [14]-[15] we used a 
modified combination of the max-min meth-
ods and Pareto Optimisation. Here the DM 
determines the weighting coefficients for the 
importance vector for local criteria and lim-
its. Membership functions for the fulfilment 
of fuzzy limits are constructed based on ex-
pert evaluation with the help of an algorithm 
(Orazbayeva, 2010b) and formula [3] pro-
posed in this paper. 

We come to the specific Max-Min Pareto 
Optimisation algorithm for the solution of 
tasks [14]-[15] and the results obtained. 
1. During the conversation with the DM, the 

values of weighting coefficients for the 
local criteria are determined 

3,1),(0 ixi :  (0.7, 0.2, 0.1), 





3

1

,0,1
i

ii   i=1,2,3. 

2. Since )(0 xi  and   are not fuzzy, it is 
not necessary to determine for them term 
sets or to construct a membership 
function. Criteria are normalised at [0.1] 
intervals and are determined using the 
models developed in these papers 
(Orazbayeva, 2009, 2010a. 

3. During the conversation the DM, experts 
and specialists, the values of weighting 
coefficients are determined for limits  

3,1),( qxq :  (0.7, 0.3), 





2

1

,0,1
q

qq   q 1,2. 

4. 2,1, qp q  are determined — the number 
of steps, for each q-th coordinate: 1p 5; 

2p 2. 

5. 
hq=

1
pq

, q= 1,2
 are determined — the 

size of steps for changes to the 
coordinates of the weighting vector q : 

h1=
1
p1

=
1
5

= 0,2 ; h2=
1
p2

=
1
2

= 0,5 .
 

6. A set of weighting vectors is constructed 

,, 21  18)12()15( N  
the variation of coordinates at intervals of 
[0.1] with steps of qh , 2,1q . 

7. The term set is determined and 
membership functions are constructed for 
the fulfilment of limits 2,1),( qxq . 
The task being solved is described by two 
fuzzy limits: the mean octane value of the 
benzene  ~ (is no less than) 102 and the 
sulphur content of the benzene ~  (is no 
more than) 0.00005%. In order to describe 
these fuzzy limits, the following set term 
has been determined: ).( YXT {low, 
below average, average, above average, 
high}. Using the given term set based on 
the formula [3] membership functions are 
constructed, describing the degree of 
fulfilment of fuzzy limits: 

)(1
1 x  = exp(0.5|у4 – 97)0.60|); 

)(2
1 x  = exp(0.5|у4 – 100)0.55|); 

)(3
1 x  = exp(0.5|у4 – 102)0.50|); 

)(4
1 x  = exp(0.5|у4 – 104)0.55|); 

)(5
1 x  = exp(0.5|у4 – 107)0.60|); 

)(1
2 x  = exp(0.3|у5 – 0,000005)0.15|); 

)(2
2 x  = exp(0.3|у5 – 0,00002)0.12|); 

)(3
2 x  = exp(0.3|у5 – 0,00005)0.10|); 

)(4
2 x  = exp(0.3|у5 – 0,00008)0.12|); 

)(5
2 x   = exp(0.3|у5 – 0,00010)0.15|); 
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where 5,1),(),( 21 pxx pp   are the 
membership functions describing the degree 
of fulfilment of fuzzy limits for each quan-
tum  р for an average octane value of the 
benzene  ( )(1 xp ) and sulphur content of the 

benzene ( )(2 xp ), 4y  and 5y  – the numer-
ic values of fuzzy indicators of the quality of 
the benzene, obtained on the basis of a level  
set , the remaining coefficients having been 
considered and described in formula [3]. 
8. Based on the model of the CES 

describing the mutual dependencies of 
the local criteria and the variables 
(regimes parameters) 

),,,,( 54321 xxxxxx   (Orazbayeva, 
2010a) the maximisation task is solved 

)(max 1

0 x
Xx


  [14] for set Х, 

determined by expression [15]. Criteria 
are maximised for set Х taking into 
account the importance coefficients, 
determined in step 1. The current 
solutions are 
determined

)),(()),,(()),,((),,( 3
0

2
0

1
0  xxxx

, )),(()),,(( 21  xx . Here, it 
is possible to use a more appropriate 
method for the solution of the task 
which has been constructed, in our 
case the penalty function method 
which has been modified for use for 
working in a fuzzy environment.  

9. The results obtained are presented to 
the DM. If the current results do not 
satisfy the DM, then he or she assigns 
new values to, or corrects the values of  
 and (or) , and it is necessary to 
return to step 2; otherwise continues to 
step 10. In our example, the solution 
selected by the DM after 5 cycles are 
shown in Table 1.  

10. The search for a solution comes to an 
end, and results of the final choice of 
the DM are determined: ensuring the 

optimal regimes of the CES 
(variables): ),(*

1 x , ),(*
2 x , 

),(*
3 x , ),(*

4 x , ),(*
5 x  (see 

Table 1); optimal values of the local 
criteria   

)),(()),,(()),,(( *3
0

*2
0

*1
0  xxx

 and a maximum degree of fulfilment 
of the fuzzy limits  

)),(()),,(( *
2

*
1  xx  (see 

Table 1), ),,,,( 54321 xxxxxx  ; 
),,( 321   = (0.7, 0.2, 0.1); 

),( 21   = (0.7, 0.3). 
As a result of the analysis of the data 

which is shown in Table 1 we come to the 
following conclusion: 
1) The proposed Max-Min Pareto Optimi-

sation algorithm makes it possible to 
solve the task with fuzzy limits without 
initially transforming them into determi-
nistic variables, and, in comparison with 
the deterministic method, provides better 
results according to several indicators.  

2) In the solution of the multi-criteria task 
with a fuzzy formulation, the adequacy of 
the solution of the production problems is 
improved, since fuzzy data is additionally 
used (knowledge and experience of 
industrial staff or specialists and experts), 
making it possible to adequately describe 
the actual situation without idealisation. 

3) The Max-Min Pareto Optimisation algo-
rithm makes it possible to determine the 
membership function, that is the degree of 
fulfilment of the fuzzy limits, ensuring 
that the task is solved with fuzzy limits, 
which are often found in industrial con-
ditions.  

4) During the optimisation process, with the 
help of the DM, it is possible to determine 
a solution which is a compromise between 
the quality and quantity of production.  
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Table 1: A comparison of the results of the solution of the optimisation problems using the proposed 
algorithm (Max-Min Pareto Optimisation), with those obtained using a deterministic method 
 

№ 
 

Values of Criteria and Limits Deterministic 
Method (Shumskii 
and Ziryanova, 
1981) 

Proposed  
Algorithm 
(Max-Min Pareto 
Optimisation) 

 Benzene output from the benzene column, in thou-

sands of tons - criterium 1y  133 134.1 

 Refined petroleum output from the benzene column 

in thousands of tons - criterium 2y  
82 82.4 

 Heavy aromatics output from the refining column, in 

thousands of tons - criterium 3y  
450 450 

 The membership function for fulfilment of the fuzzy 
limit «The mean octane value of the benzene must 

be no less than ~102 – ))(( *

1  x  
- 1.0 

 The membership function for fulfilment of the fuzzy 
limit «The sulphur content of the benzene must be no 

more than ~0,00005%  – ))(( *

2  x  
- 1.0 

 The optimal values of the regime parameters for the 

benzene producing complex  ),,,,( *

5

*

4

*

3

*

2

*

1

* xxxxxx  : 
*

1x - the raw output of the reformer in thousands of 
tons. 

746 746 

 *

2x  - the temperature in the benzene column in оС; 1240 1230 

 *

3x  - the pressure in the benzene column in kg/cm2; 37 35 

 *

4x  - the sulphur content of the raw material, %; 0.005 0.005 

 *

5x  - the aromatic hydrocarbon content of the raw 
material, %. 

50 50 

Note: (-) indicates that the corresponding indicators are not determined by the given method. 

 
 

In this way, so as to improve the quality 

of production ( 321 ,, yyy ) in is necessary 
to reduce the volume. Therefore the formula-
tion of the task for the maximisation of the 
output volume of benzene, with the simulta-
neous improvement of its quality is ill-
defined. In this case, there may be two pos-
sibilities for a well-defined formulation of 
the task: 
1. The maximisation of the output product 

volume, while ensuring that qualitative 
indicators are no less than given values, 
that is the introduction and taking into 
consideration of limits for the product 
quality; 

2. The maximum improvement in the quality 
of the product, while ensuring a given 
output product volume, that is the 

introduction and taking into consideration 
of limits on the product volume. 
The results shown in the table show the 

efficiency of the proposed algorithm for the 
solution of the fuzzy optimisation task, since, 
in comparison with the results of known 
methods (Shumskii and Ziryanova, 1981; 
Yazenin, 1992; Steuer, 1986; Kahraman, 
2008), according to all the indicators, it gives 
results which are no worse, and for benzene 
and refined petroleum output, results which 
are better. In addition to this the Max-Min 
Pareto Optimisation algorithm makes it pos-
sible to take into consideration fuzzy limits 
and determine a degree of fulfilment of fuzzy 
limits.  As can be seen, during optimisation, 
the complete fulfilment of fuzzy limits is en-
sured, that is their membership functions 
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))(( *

1  x  and ))(( *

2  x  are equal to 
1.  

 
CONCLUSION 

New formulations for multi-criteria op-
timisation tasks for a CES, for example for a 
technological installation for benzene pro-
duction, have been obtained, with ecological 
and economic criteria in the form of fuzzy 
mathematical programming tasks, and a set 
of heuristic algorithms has been developed in 
order to solve them. The algorithms, which 
have been developed, are based on a modifi-
cation and combination of various optimisa-
tion principles (quazi max-min and ideal 
point, main criteria and lexicographic opti-
misation principles, max-min (guaranteed 
result) and Pareto optimisation). They have 
been modified for working in a fuzzy envi-
ronment based on fuzzy mathematical meth-
ods. 

The scientific originality of the results 
lies in the fact that the equations are formu-
lated and solved in the fuzzy environment, 
without their initial transformation to their 
equivalent deterministic equations. In this 
way, in contrast to the approaches of other 
algorithms, in the proposed methods for the 
formulation and solution of multi-criteria 
fuzzy optimisation tasks, the fuzziness of the 
input data, obtained by means of the descrip-
tion of criteria and limits, is preserved,  and, 
based on various optimisation principles, the 
problem of multi-criteria is solved in a form 
which is convenient to the DM. This pro-
vides for a more adequate description of the 
production situation in a fuzzy environment 
and efficient solutions of the optimisation 
tasks which arise can be obtained. Using 
these or other optimisation principles in the 
formulation of the task, we thereby give birth 
to various arrangements and solutions to the 
initial multi-criteria optimisation task, which 
allows the DM to exercise choice, and with-
out a lot of thought he or she can compare 
them and choose the best and most conven-
ient one according to his or her preference.  

The theoretical value of the paper lies 
in the development of the theory of vector 
optimisation in conditions of uncertainty and 
in the processing and development of 
optimisation methods in a fuzzy environ-
ment. The practical value of the paper is 
determined by the efficiency of the solution 
in conditions of multi-criteriality and fuzzi-
ness, which cannot be solved, or are difficult 
to solve using traditional mathematical 
methods. The results which have been 
obtained make it possible to efficiently solve 
complex industrial tasks and so raise the 
economic indicators and improve the 
ecological condition of the industrial 
installations.  
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